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HROUGHOUT the history of modern
psychology, until very recent
times, perception has been treated
as though the perceiver were a passive
recording instrument of rather complex
design. One might, in most experiments, describe him in much the same
graphical terms as one uses to describe
die latest piece of recording apparatus
obtainable from Stoelting or the American Optical Company. Such psychology, practiced as it were in vitro, has
fallen short of clarifying the nature of
perception in everyday life much as did
the old nerve-muscle psychophysiology
fall short of explaining behavior in
everyday life. Both have been monumentally useful—in their place. The
names of Weber, Fechner, Wundt,
Titchener, Hecht, and Crozier are
safely ensconced in any respectable
psychological hall of fame. But their
work, like the work of the nervemuscle men, is only a beginning.
For, as Professor Thurstone (35) has
put it, "In these days when we insist so
frequently on the interdependence of
all aspects of personality, it would be
difficult to maintain that any of these
functions, such as perception, is isolated
from the rest of the dynamical system
that constitutes the person." The problem is, indeed, to understand how the
process of perception is affected by other
concurrent mental functions and how
these functions in their turn are affected
by the operation of perceptual proc-

• The writers are greatly indebted to Pauline B.
Hahn and Dr. Leo J. Postman for invaluable
assistance and advice.
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esses. Given a dark room and a highly
motivated subject, one has no difficulty
in demonstrating Korte's Laws of phenomenal movement. Lead the subject
from the dark room to the market place
and then find out what it is he sees
moving and under what conditions, and
Korte's Laws, though still valid, describe the situation about as well as the
Laws of Color Mixture describe one's
feelings before an El Greco canvas.
The discrepancy between the dark
room and the market place we have in
the past found it convenient to dismiss
by invoking various dei ex machina:
Attention, Apperception, Unbewusster
Schluss, Einstellung, Preparatory Set,
etc, Like the vengeful and unannounced step-brother from Australia in
the poorer murder mysteries, they turn
up at the crucial juncture to do the
dirty work. Though such constructs
are useful, perception itself must remain the primary focus. To shift
attention away from it by invoking
poorly understood intervening variables
does little service. What we must study
before invoking such variables are the
variations perception itself undergoes
when one is hungry, in love, in pain,
or solving a problem. These variations
are as much a part of the psychology
of perception as Korte's Laws.
It is the contention of this paper that
such perceptual phenomena are as
scientifically measurable in terms of
appropriate metrics as such more hallowed phenomena as flicker fusion,
constancy, or tonal attributes. But let
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us pause first to construct a sketchy notable facts and experiments which
terminology. Let us, in what ensues, have forced us to draw certain distincdistinguish heuristically between two tions and make bold claims about the
types of perceptual determinants. These mensurability of behavioral determiwe shall call autochthonous and be- nants. First we have the facts of
havioral. Under the former we group "sensory conditioning," a term first
those properties of the nervous system, used by Cason(8). Starting with the
highly predictable, which account for work of Perky in 1910 (24), it has been
phenomena like simple pair formation, demonstrated repeatedly by Warner
closure, and contrast, or at another Brown (5), Ellson (u), Coffin (9), and
level, tonal masking, difference and others that subjects can be conditioned
summation tones, flicker fusion, para- to see and hear things in much -the
doxical cold, and binaural beats. Given same way as they can be conditioned to
ideal "dark-room" conditions and no perform such overt acts as knee jerkcompelling distractions, the "average" ing, eye blinking, or salivating. Pair a
organism responds to set physical sound and a faint image frequently
stimuli in these relatively fixed ways. enough, fail to present the image, and
Autochthonous determinants, in brief, the subject sees it anyway when the
reflect directly the characteristic electro- sound is presented. Any student of sugchemical properties of sensory end gestion, whether or not he has perused
organs and nervous tissue.
Bird's exhaustive bibliography (3) of
Under the category of behavioral the literature on the subject, knows that.
determinants we group those active, Not perception? Why not? The subadaptive functions of the organism ject sees what he reports as vividly as
which lead to the governance and con- he sees the phi-phenomenon.
trol of all higher-level functions, includClosely related are such experiments
ing perception: the laws of learning as those of Haggard and Rose (16),
and motivation, such personality dy- Proshansky and Murphy (27), and
namics as repression, the operation of Schafer and Murphy (31) demonstratquasi-temperamental characteristics like ing the role of reward and punishment
introversion and extraversion, social in altering perceptual organization.
needs and attitudes, and so on. Under- Haggard and Rose show that the extent
lying these behavioral determinants, of autokinetic movement can be altered
doubtless, are a host of physiological by a system of rewards; Proshansky
mechanisms. But we can hardly wait and Murphy that discriminable differuntil we understand these before tack- ences in the perception of lines and
ling experimentally the role of be- weights can be similarly altered;
havioral determinants in perception. Schafer and Murphy that, given an
The physiology of Weber's Law is still ambiguous figure-ground configuration,
more or less obscure, yet the enunciation what is seen as figure and what as
of it has been recognizably useful— ground can be altered by a system of
even to the physiologist for whom it has reward and punishment.
been a challenge to discovery.
Another group of researches has
A paper of this kind dannot contain demonstrated that what is seen in a
any extensive review of the literature complex configuration is not deteron those perceptual dynamics which we mined solely by the laws of gestalt, but
have called behavioral. Yet it is neces- by practice. Among experimenters
sary to pass rapidly over some of the who have confirmed this generalization
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are Henle(i7), Fehrer(i4), Braly (4),
Leepcr(2o), and Djang(io). Closely
related are the experiments of Thouless(34), showing that phenomenal
constancy or, as he calls it, "regression
to the real object," reflects the habits of
the individual. Art students, for
example, see the "real" object—its color,
shape, and brightness — less readily,
show greater phenomenal constancy,
than matched individuals with no art
training. Indeed, v. Fieandt (15) has
shown that the appearance of a surface
as light gray in shadow or dark gray
in light can be controlled by simple
Pavlovian conditioning, the CS being
a sound or a button in the visual
field. And all of us are fond of citing
the work of Haddon in the Torres
Straits (28) demonstrating that these
primitive island spear-fishers are, most
likely as a result of their experience
with spears, considerably less susceptible
to the Muller-Lyer illusion.
Sherif's classic experiments (32) on
social factors are too well known to need
any elucidation here. Demonstrating
further the role of social factors in perception are the experiments of ZukKardos (36) and Fazil (13), students of
Egon Brunswik, who showed that the
subjective number equation for matching a standard cluster of stamps or coins
to a variable depended in part upon the
value of the coins or stamps in the
standard and variable clusters. With
many refinements and extensions, these
experiments have been repeated in
America by Ansbacher (i).
One can go on to cite many more
experiments, but in a very brief summary review that would be impossible.
Let us conclude then with two pieces
of research, one French, the other
Swiss, indicating the possible connection of general personality traits and
perception. Binet (2) and Meili and
Tobler (22) have suggested that the
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child is more susceptible to "illusions,"
more a prey to those organizing factors
which, as adults, we call distorting.
Binet has shown that, as the child grows
older, his susceptibility to the MullerLyer illusion decreases. The contribution of Meili and Tobler has been to
show that, as the child ages, his
threshold for seeing stroboscopic movement becomes higher. Whether from
these two experiments, plus such incidental observations as Piaget's (25) to
the effect that the child sees the moon
as following him, we can draw any
conclusions about increasing "perceptual realism" as a function of age is
open to question. Yet the way has
been opened to those who wish to investigate this area further.
So much for prior research. There
exists a fruitful if slim body of literature on behavioral factors in perception.
Where does one go from here? Two
approaches are open. Armed with our
slender reed of empirical proof, we can
set about the task of systematization,
indulging in S-R's, topology, or psychoanalytic constructs to suit the taste.
There is already one brilliant theoretical structure to account for many of the
facts we have been discussing, presented
in Egon Brunswik's Wahrnehmung
und Gegenstandswelt (7). Or we may
go on to the empirical demonstration of
general hypotheses concerning the relation of behavior dynamics and perception. Both are indispensable activities.
The present paper, however, is concerned mainly with empirical hypotheses. But certain minimum systematic
assumptions must first be made clear to
bring these hypotheses into clear focus.
The organism exists in a world of
more or less ambiguously organized
sensory stimulation. What the organism sees, what is actually there perceptually represents some sort of compromise between what is presented by
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autochthonous processes and what is
selected by behavioral ones. Such
selection, we know, is determined not
only by learning, as already indicated,
but also by motivational factors such as
have been indicated for hunger by
Sanford (29, 30) and Levine, Chein,
and Murphy (21). The selective process in perception we shall refer to as a
perceptual hypothesis, using the term,
with Krech (19), to denote a systematic
response tendency. Such an hypothesis
may be set into operation by a need, by
the requirements of learning a task, or
by any internally or externally imposed
demands on the organism. If a given
perceptual hypothesis is rewarded by
leading to food, water, love, fame, or
what not, it will become fixated; and
the experimental literature, notably the
work of Ellson (12) and Leeper(2o),
indicates that the fixation of "sensory
conditioning" is very resistant to extinction. As fixation takes place, the perceptual hypothesis grows stronger not
only in the sense of growing more frequent in the presence of certain types
of stimulation, but also more perceptually accentuated. Perceptual objects
which are habitually selected become
more vivid, have greater clarity or
greater brightness or greater apparent
size.
Two other systematic matters must
concern us before we turn to the experiments. One has to do with perceptual
compromise, the other with perceptual
equivocality. Frequently, alternative
hypotheses operate: a quick glimpse of
a man in gray on a European battlefield
may leave us in doubt as to whether he
is a civilian or a Wehrmacht infantryman. Almost inevitably one or the
other hypothesis prevails, and the field
is perceived as either one or the other.
But in spite of the dominance of a
single hypothesis in perception, compro-

mise also occurs. Using Ansbacher's
experiments (i) as an example, a group
of small paper squares is seen both in
terms of number and in terms of value
as stamps. What results, if you will, is
a perception of "number-value." We
know precious little about such perceptual compromises, although we shall be
discussing experiments demonstrating
their operation.
As for equivocality, or ambiguity in
the perceptual field, it has generally
been supposed that the greater the
equivocality the greater the chance for
behavioral factors in perception to
operate, all other things being equal.
Sheriff) chose the autokinetic phenomenon to work with for this reason.
Proshansky and Murphy (27) worked
close to threshold illumination with
similar intent. Within broad limits,
which we shall discuss, the generalization is valid, in so far as equivocality
reduces the organizing capacity of
autochthonous perceptual determinants.
How important this generalization is
we, who think so exclusively in terms
of the well-controlled dark-room experiment, often forget. For in everyday
life, perception is, by and large, a series
of quick looks, glances, inattentive
listenings, furtive touches. Save for
what is at the very focus of interested
attention, the world of sense is more
equivocal than our textbook writers
seem to think.
EMPIRICAL HYPOTHESES
We may turn now to the experiments
with which this paper is primarily
concerned. Three general hypotheses,
growing out of the systematic principles
just presented, are under consideration,
i. The greater the social value of an
object, the more will it be susceptible to
organization by behavioral determinants. It will be selected perceptually
from among alternative perceptual objects, will become fixated as a perceptual
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response tendency, and will become
perceptually accentuated.
2. The greater the individual need
for a socially valued object, the more
marked will be the operation of behavioral determinants.
3. Perceptual equivocality will facilitate the operation of behavioral determinants only in so jar as equivocality
reduces the operation of autochthonous
determinants without reducing the
effectiveness of behavioral determinants.
In the experiments reported here, only
one aspect of behavioral determination
will be treated, what we have called
accentuation—the tendency for soughtafter perceptual objects to become more
vivid. Perceptual selectivity and fixation have already been demonstrated in
other experiments, though they remain
poorly systematized. For purposes of
economy of exposition we omit consideration of them here, though they
constitute important variables in the
broader research project of which the
present experiments are a part.
THE SUBJECTS AND THE APPARATUS
The subjects were 30 ten-year-old
children of normal intelligence, divisible
according to certain characteristics to
be discussed shortly into three groups,
two experimental and one control. The
apparatus consisted of a rectangular
wooden box (9"x9"xi8") at one end
of which was a 5" square ground-glass
screen and a knob at its lower righthand corner. At the center • of the
ground-glass screen was an almost circular patch of light (16.2 app. ft. cdls.)
cast upon the back of the screen by a
6o-watt incandescent light shining
through an iris diaphragm which could
be varied in diameter from %" to 2"
by turning the knob on the front end
of the box. All that was visible to the
subject was the box with its groundglass screen and the circle of light whose
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diameter he could change by turning
the knob. The circle was not truly
round, containing the familiar nine
elliptoid sides found in the Bausch &
Lomb iris diaphragm. It was so close
to round, however, that subjects had no
difficulty making the subjective equations required of them.
Subjects individually sat in a chair in
front of the screen on the box with the
light circle slightly below eye level. The
box rested on a table behind which sat
the experimenter. The child was told
that this was a game, and that he was
to make the circle of light on the box
the same size as various objects he was
shown or told about. Before beginning
judgments, each child, with no urging,
was encouraged to see how large and
small the circle of light could be made.
The two experimental groups received the same treatment. Two series
were run for these groups, comprising
20 of the children in all. First the child
was asked to estimate the sizes of coins
from a penny through a half dollar
from memory. He did the first in
ascending order of value, then in descending order, always making two
judgments for each coin named, one
from the open, the other from the
closed position of the iris diaphragm.
Four judgments were made for each
coin by each child. No inkling was
given the child as to how "close" he had
come.
Following the memory series, and
using the same order of presentation, a
similar series was then run with coins
present. Coins, individually, were held
close to the center of the palm of the
left hand, at a level with the light circle
and six inches to its left. The subjects
took as much time as suited them.
A control group of ten subjects followed a procedure identical with the
one just described. Instead of coins,
medium gray cardboard discs of identi-
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© coins
0.—.0 discs
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FIG. i. SIZE ESTIMATIONS OF COINS AND Discs OF SAME SIZE MADE BY TEN-YEAR-OLDS
(Method of average error)

cal size were employed. No mention
of money was made to this group.

off, coins, socially valued objects, are
judged larger in size than gray discs.
Secondly, the greater the value of the
RESULTS
coin, the greater is the deviation of
Let us compare the difference be-, apparent size from actual size. The
tween judgments of size of coins and exception to this generalization is the
identically sized cardboard discs. Two half dollar, overestimation of which falls
things can be noted,in Figure i, which off below that of a quarter. By way of
presents judgments of experimentals the sheerest guess one might explain
and controls with coins present. First this reversal of the curve in terms of
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the lesser reality-value of a half dollar prosperous business and professional
as compared with a quarter for the ten- people. The poor subjects came from
year-old. A half dollar at that age is, a settlement house in one of Boston's
so to speak, almost too valuable to be slum areas. The reasonable assumption
real! More likely there is some simple is made that poor children have a
autochthonous reason for the reversal. greater subjective need for money than
Yet, no such reversal is found in curves rich ones. When the figures presented
plotted for adults.
in Figure i are broken down into scores
The difference between experimen- for rich and poor groups, a striking diftals and controls is, of course, highly ference will be noted (Figure 2). The
significant. The variance in overesti- poor group overestimates the size of
mation in the experimental groups in- coins considerably more than does the
troduced by using coins of different rich. Again there are some irregularivalue is similarly significant. Our re- ties in the curves. The drop-off for the
sults, as handled by the Postman- half dollar we have already sought to
Bruner (26) adaptation of the analysis explain. As for the dip in the rich
of variance to psychophysical data, show group's curve at a dime, the explanation
that variances due to coin value and is problematical. All curves which we
due to using discs versus coins yield have plotted for adults—and by now we
F-scores convertible to P-values of less have collected more than two thousand
than .01.l
judgments (6)—show this dip. Perhaps
So much for the first hypothesis, that it is due to the discrepancy between the
socially valued objects are susceptible to relative size and value of the dime,
behavioral determinants in proportion perhaps to some inherent characteristic
to their value. Consider now the second of the coin itself.2
hypothesis, that the greater the subjecThe difference between rich and poor
tive need for a socially valued object, is highly significant, analysis of varithe greater will be the role of behavioral ance showing that the source of variance
determinants of perception. In the sec- is significant beyond the P level of .01.
ond experimental variation, the experi- Our second hypothesis cannot, then, be
mental group was divided into two rejected. It is notable too that the intercomponent groups. One we call the action between the parameters of ecorich group, the other the poor group, nomic status and value of coins yields
each comprising ten subjects. Well- an F-score convertible to a P-value beto-do subjects were drawn from a tween .05 and .01 which leads to a
progressive school in the Boston area, secondary hypothesis: given perceptual
catering to the sons and daughters of objects of the same class but varying in
1
P-values at the .01 level were also found for value, the effect of need for that class
constant errors introduced by ascending and
of objects will be to accentuate the most
descending value orders and for judgments made valuable objects most, the least valuable
from the open and closed positions of the
diaphragm. Since these parameters were con- least, etc.
trolled and balanced in the judgment data for the
What of ambiguity or perceptual
groups discussed, nothing further need be said
equivocality?
We have arbitrarily
of them here. They will be discussed in another
place (6). Analysis of variance was carried out
both with percentage scores representing deviation
of individual judgments from actual size and with
raw scores. Necessary corrections suggested by
Snedecor (33) were used in the former method.
The values presented here are applicable to both
raw and percentage scores.

2
If the reader is a smoker, let him ask himself
whether a dime will cover the hump on the camel
which appears as a trademark on Camel cigarettes. Hold the two six inches apart. In spite
of the apparently small size of the coin, it will
cover the camel's hump with margin to spare.
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assumed that a situation in which one
is judging size from memory is more
"equivocal" than one in which the object being judged is in clear view six
inches away from the test patch. The
assumption is open to serious question,
but let us examine what follows from
it experimentally. Compare first the
judgments of the rich group under conditions like those described: with coin

present as compared with coin as a mere
memory image. The curves are in
Figure 3. It would seem that, for all
values below a quarter, equivocality has
the effect of making judgments conform more to actual size, aiding, in
other words, the operation of autochthonous determinants. For values over
a quarter, equivocality favors behavioral
factors, making apparent size diverge

Rfch 10-yr. dds
Poor lO-yr olds

Fio. 2. SIZE ESTIMATIONS OF COINS MADE BY WELL-TO-DO AND POOR TEN-YEAR-OLDJ
(Method of average error)
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FIG. 3. SIZE ESTIMATIONS op COINS WITH COINS PRESENT AND FROM MEMORY BY
WELIXTO-DO TEN-YEAR-OLDS
(Method of average error)

still more from actual size. For the
rich group, with coin present, a half
dollar is overjudged by 17.4 per cent;
with coin absent, by 34.7 per cent.
This finding is difficult to interpret
by itself. Consider now Figure 4, showing the discrepancy in "absent" and
"present" judgments for the poor group.
Here there is no crossing. Equivocality

seems, in this group, to have the exclusive effect of bringing judgments
down toward actual size. Equivocality
even brings out the "dime dip" in the
poor group. How account for the difference? Why does equivocality liberate
behavioral determinants among the rich
children for higher values, and depress
these factors for poor children? We can
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POOR GROUP
Coin present
Com absent

50C
FIG. 4.

SIZE ESTIMATIONS OF COINS WITH COINS PRESENT AND FROM MEMORY BY
POOR TEN-YEAR-OLDS
(Method of average error)

offer nothing but a guess, one which replies as cowboy or film star, while
needs confirmation by further research. children of the unemployed named the
Some years ago, Oeser (23) reported rather lowly occupations traditionally
that in his study of children in Dundee followed by members of their class. In
he found the fantasy life of the children the figures just presented, it is our conof the unemployed strikingly choked tention that we are witnessing the same
off. Asked what they would like to be phenomenon. In the case of the poor
when grown, normal children of em- children, judging coin size from memployed parents gave such glamorous ory, a weakened fantasy is substituted
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for the compelling presence of a valued
coin, while among rich children equivocality has the effect of liberating strong
and active fantasy.3
Are any other explanations available
to account for the shape of the curves
we have been concerned with here?
Weber's Law would predict in all cases
a straight line plot parallel to the axis
representing actual size. DL should be
a constant fraction of the stimulus,
whatever its magnitude. If one were
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thonous factor outweighed by the behavioral determinants discussed in the
course of this paper.
In conclusion, only one point need
be reiterated. For too long now, perception has been virtually the exclusive
domain of the Experimental psychologists with a capital E. If we are to
reach an understanding of the way in
which perception works in everyday
life, we social psychologists and students of personality will have to join

TABLE i
PERCENTAGE DEVIATION PROM ACTUAL SIZE OF JUDGMENTS op COINS AND Discs UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS
GROUP AND
CONDITION
20 O's
coin present

QUARTER

HALF-DOLLAR

NUMBER JUDGMENTS
PER COIN

29.1

37-0

29.6

80

19.6

11. 6

32.8

35.8

80

—5-4

— •9

—i-5

1.8

— .8

40

10.3

20.4

.6.3

22.4

17.4

40

2.6

19.8

7.8

28.3

34-7

40

22.7

27-3

41.8

51.6

42.0

40

ii. 8

19.4

15.4

37-3

36.9

40

NICKEL

DIME

16.5

23.9

7.2

PENNY

20 O'S

coin absent
10 O's
disc present
10 rich O's
coin present
10 rich O's
coin absent
10 poor O's
coin present
10 poor O's
coin absent

to treat the slope of the curves by reference to Hollingworth's central-tendency
effect (18), one should find a negative
rather than a positive slope. All values
smaller than the center of the series
should appear larger in size; all larger
than the center of the series, smaller.
Assuming that the Hollingworth effect
is mediated by autochthonous factors,
then it represents one more autoch3
The difference between rich and poor children
in their size judgments of "absent" and "present"
coins as here discussed is statistically significant.
The interaction variance for these two parameters
(economic status and presence-absence of coins) is
at the .01 level of significance.

with the experimental psychologists and
reexplore much of this ancient field of
perception whose laws for too long have
been taken for granted.
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